
Readings. November, 2012 

 

POSITION CARD AND MEANING DIVINATION MEANING 
1. Captain. Querant. Cypher.  Tyr Fenris 

2. Deck Below. Supports you, 

saves your life. 

Unconquered Badger. Coins 8. You cannot be forced to submit. If you are 

too stubborn, you’ll be killed. A stubborn person. 

3. Sails Above. Propels you, drive 

and decisions meet. 

Hakhan. Skulls 9. Willingness to kill can make you strong. A murderer. 

Interloper, home-wrecker, sharpest point on the love triangle. Killing 

distracts you from your goals. 

4. Stern. Lies behind, steers. Lovers’ Distress. Arcana 6. Your rejection of someone causes great pain. A 

bastard child. 

5. Prow. Lies before, near. Calbrius the Light Seeker. Herald of Cups. Some inherited practices that 

you accept need to be challenged. A faithful man. 

6. Rocks. Dangers lurk ahead. Questing Knights (Book of Prophets.) Cups 8. Give up all to accept 

singular responsibility for finding your healing and meaning. A pale man, a 

dreamer. 

7. Sky. Surrounding weather. Zzorch. Ace of Skulls. Outside forces cause you to change in ways you 

cannot predict or appreciate. A dark teacher. A love/hate relationship. 

8. Port. Next destination. Ardenwald. Realm. Your victory will isolate and transform you. Dream 

logic and strange deals, wild plants and animals bursting with life. 

SUMMARY: 
You have lived a life empowered by stubborn violence and refusal to submit. You have come to think that success in 

combat is the way towards greater power and happiness. The time has come to challenge that past and its lessons. 

You are in danger of disconnecting from your heritage as you seek your own meaning and inner healing. As you 

find your own identity and heal your old scars, you will become isolated from all you once knew as you change in 

ways you cannot now predict. You will wrestle with your feelings about this transformation. Also… are you sure 

you know who your parents are? 

 

POSITION CARD AND MEANING DIVINATION MEANING 
1. Captain. Querant. Cypher.  Annika von Alstyne 

2. Deck Below. Supports you, 

saves your life. 

World Below. Realm 6. Your alliances will be your downfall. Evil destroys 

itself. A dark time, shameful acts, disconnection from self, debt to unkind 

forces. 

3. Sails Above. Propels you, drive 

and decisions meet. 

Kumo-Thlis. Coins 6. Choose a winding route. The direct route is 

vulnerable. You cannot see threats that are near to you and very real. A 

traitor. 

4. Stern. Lies behind, steers. Long Live Death. Arcana 14. Success in murder will weigh on the killer. A 

death shrouded in secrets. 

5. Prow. Lies before, near. The Mountain Gate. Wands 9. Your life force has a world of untapped 

energy and shelter within it. Romance that defies your community. 

6. Rocks. Dangers lurk ahead. Mist. Transcendent 2. Powerful supernatural forces are present. Do not trust 

this reading or your instincts. The Mist card can indicate that Fate is being 

altered by powers, or that the one requesting the reading’s insight is 

scrutinized, toyed with, misled, or suppressed. 

7. Sky. Surrounding weather. Scarlet Thing in You. Arcana 9. You cannot succeed if others are aware of 

your actions. A well-meaning person furthers an evil scheme. 

8. Port. Next destination. Calbrius, the Light Seeker. Herald of Cups. If you search for truth, you 

will find pain. A faithful man. 

SUMMARY: 
You are surrounded by dark forces that cloud any vision of the future. Your protection is in secrecy and wicked 

alliances, you are in the debt of dark masters. You are quite concerned for your safety, and you should be, for a 

traitor is near you, a danger you do not suspect. You come from a death shrouded in mystery, and go towards great 

energy and forbidden romance. The dangers before you have the power to shift the whispers of Fate itself. Spin your 

secrets, but beware the faithful man. As a final warning, if you search for truth, you will find pain.  



 

POSITION CARD AND MEANING Querant 
9. Captain. Querant. Cypher.  Geneva Miloevic 

10. Deck Below. Supports you, 

saves your life. 

23. Long Live Death. Arcana 14. Success in murder will weigh on the 

killer. Death is rising from your shadow. You are not safe. A death shrouded 

in secrets. 

11. Sails Above. Propels you, drive 

and decisions meet. 

3. The World Above. Realm 1. High and incomprehensible forces protect 

you, and need you. Safety for the good and just, defeat for the wicked. 

12. Stern. Lies behind, steers. 99-. Pixie. Wands 2. Your suffering amuses those around you. 

13. Prow. Lies before, near. 78+. Hakhan. Skulls 9. Willingness to kill can make you strong. Interloper, 

home wrecker, sharpest point on the love triangle. A murderer. 

14. Rocks. Dangers lurk ahead. 54+. Monks. (Book of Prayers.) Cups 5. You devote yourself to your belief 

and path and let all else go. Someone out of reach. 

15. Sky. Surrounding weather. 23-. Hair Shirt. Arcana 15. You have opportunity to punish someone. Do 

so. A fanatic. 

16. Port. Next destination. 97+. Redcap. Wands 4. All aliens want to do humanity harm, in the end. Do 

not forget that. An abusive lover. 

SUMMARY: 
Your discretion and caution serve you well in dangerous times. You desire to serve what is cosmic and good to bring 

safety for the just and defeat for the wicked, and you are ready to be taken seriously at long last. To that end, you 

steel yourself to kill, but beware. You will meet a murderer who is out of your reach, who will tempt you towards 

devoting yourself to your quest to protect the innocent. Do not lose yourself to this quest, and do not trust aliens. 

Hold on to the hardness and caution of your youth, stay free. 

 

 

POSITION CARD AND MEANING DIVINATION MEANING 
17. Captain. Querant. Cypher.  Kail Sheridan 

18. Deck Below. Supports you, 

saves your life. 

82. Sluurge. Skulls 5. You risk a life without meaning if you do not pursue 

what matters to you. Your needs are poison to the people around you. A 

lecher. 

19. Sails Above. Propels you, drive 

and decisions meet. 

60. Garm-Gorak. King of Daggers. If you are to live, others must die. If 

you are still in pain when the rage dies, you die too. A violent man. 

20. Stern. Lies behind, steers. 70+. Archer. Daggers 3. Proper tools allow you to magnify your strength 

and collapse distance. A messenger. 

21. Prow. Lies before, near. 85-. Forest Who Walks. Skulls 2. You look for evil where there is none. 

Denial, willful ignorance. 

22. Rocks. Dangers lurk ahead. 72-. Soldier. Daggers 1. Available force blinds you to more effective 

methods. A man. 

23. Sky. Surrounding weather. 75-. The Flayed Maiden. Queen of Skulls. You make victims, and they 

punish you. A victim drawn to make victims. 

24. Port. Next destination. 41+.  Mama Lazuul. Coins 4. A meeting in darkness is good for you. Secret 

love, consummated. 

SUMMARY: 
You have felt trapped in a meaningless life, but it protected you from dangerous desires. You seek to drown out your 

pain and prolong your life by killing threats, and this is making you a violent man. You have recently acquired tools 

to help your violence grow, but you risk denial of your own needs blinding you soon. As you rely increasingly on 

violence, you will make victims, and they will punish you. All this may change when you meet someone, a 

rendezvous in the darkness. Look to choose between secret love and consuming violence. 

 

 

  



 

POSITION CARD AND MEANING DIVINATION MEANING 
25. Captain. Querant. Cypher.  Kurt Barbossa 

26. Deck Below. Supports you, 

saves your life. 

58. Zealot (Book of End Times.) Cups 1. Your only hope is to strip all that 

weighs you down and seek forgiveness. Others cannot follow you on the 

road you alone see. One in despair. 

27. Sails Above. Propels you, drive 

and decisions meet. 

17. Opheliac. Arcana 8. If you can look into madness and endure, you will 

survive. The only way you can survive an overwhelming experience is to 

turn it on others. Suicide. 

28. Stern. Lies behind, steers. 28+. Damn the Sun. Arcana 19. If you are ruthless, you become 

comfortable and wealthy. A powerful, wicked, attractive person. 

29. Prow. Lies before, near. 70+. Archer. Daggers 3. Proper tools allow you to magnify your strength 

and collapse distance. A messenger. 

30. Rocks. Dangers lurk ahead. 14-.  Fortune Teller. Arcana 5. You will learn more than you should know, 

and that knowledge will haunt you. Vistani. 

31. Sky. Surrounding weather. 52+. Purifiers (Book of Teachings). Cups 7. You must be ruthless to carry 

out your responsibilities. A dark man. 

32. Port. Next destination. 57+. Book of Angels. Cups 2. Rejoice in unexpected fear. A benefactor with 

expectations. 

SUMMARY: 
In your despair, you chose a dark road where no one could follow—can you reject that path and seek forgiveness? 

You have looked into madness, and if you cannot share what you have seen then your mind may not survive. You 

have been equipped and prepared to be a messenger for your dark master, haunted by knowing more than you 

should. If you are ruthless, you may be able to carry out your responsibilities. Beware a dark Vistani man. 

 

 

POSITION CARD AND MEANING DIVINATION MEANING 
33. Captain. Querant. Cypher.  Gnaeus Sextus Onteron 

34. Deck Below. Supports you, 

saves your life. 

90.  Wandering Tower. Knight of Wands. Do not trust what you see, what 

you see is no longer there. Do not rely on your allies, for they will not 

always be there. Your lover is falling out of love. 

35. Sails Above. Propels you, drive 

and decisions meet. 

17. Opheliac. Arcana 8. If you can look into madness and endure, you will 

survive. The only way you can survive an overwhelming experience is to 

turn it on others. Suicide. 

36. Stern. Lies behind, steers. 34+. Killane of the Road. Knight of Coins. You hold too many things you 

think are essential. They are not. A roguish man. 

37. Prow. Lies before, near. 70+. Archer. Daggers 3. Proper tools allow you to magnify your strength 

and collapse distance. A messenger. 

38. Rocks. Dangers lurk ahead. 79+. Merrihel. Skulls 8. You will be free and triumphant if you are willing 

to reinvent yourself. A ferociously independent woman. 

39. Sky. Surrounding weather. 87-. The Wild Hunt. Ace of Wands. Now is the time to pursue your foe. 

Courtship and seduction. 

40. Port. Next destination. 94-. Revelry. Wands 7. A life full of celebration collapses when exposed to 

true misery. A tryst, casual but carnal. 

SUMMARY: 
Your fascination with illusion and restraints comes from being deceived as a young man in love. When she grew 

bored and started sleeping around, you did not know until it was too late. Crushed, you are no longer trustworthy 

yourself. Still stinging with loss, you must reinvent yourself and vent your betrayed feelings if you are to survive. 

Beware, for your healing process could be disrupted by a messenger with news of one or more who stole your love 

from you. Do you truly want to expose lives full of celebration to true misery? 

 


